
THE NEW WAY to PROJECT.

Sony’s 4K SXRD™ technology is the new way of projection, offering four times the pixels
of 2K projection. In fact, Sony’s projectors are the first on the market to achieve 4K
resolution — 4096 x 2160 pixels. This means more information in Command & Control,
greater involvement in Simulations, and more immersion in Museums, Exhibits and
Concerts. So if your work depends on the visual display of information, you owe it to
yourself to experience Sony SXRD technology, the new way to project.

4K means 4 times the pixels.  

From Command & Control to Museums & Movie Theaters, from Simulations to Exhibits,
Sony’s SRX-R110 and SRX-R105 SXRD projectors deliver superb contrast, vivid color
and the highest resolution now available.  These projectors are destined to go into an
incredible range of applications where picture quality is the paramount concern.  The
SRX-R110 is specified at 10,000 ANSI Lumens* and is generally appropriate for screens
up to 40 feet (12 meters) wide. The sibling SRX-R105 produces 5,000 ANSI Lumens for
screens up to 25 feet (7.6 meters) wide.  

The SRX-R110 and SRX-R105 SXRD 4K projectors.



The 4K difference.
Sony's SRX-R110 and SRX-R105 achieve 4K resolution: 4096 pixels horizontal x 2160 pixels vertical. That's exactly
four times the pixels of typical 2K displays, and about 4.3 times the pixel count of the highest quality consumer high
definition video display (1920 x 1080). The result is incredibly fine picture detail.  For example, if you held a credit
card up to a screen 27 feet wide, the card would be covered by over 1,000 pixels! And the inter-pixel gaps are so
fine that pixels appear to merge seamlessly together to viewers seated at normal distances.  

More information on the screen.
If your work involves rapid decision-making based on visual information, it pays to make that information as clear and
accessible as technology will allow. That’s why Command & Control and Simulation customers currently “edge blend”
multiple projectors into a single image. 4K SXRD projection represents a major advance, eliminating the complexity and
cost of a multiple-projector system. Sony presents a giant canvas of 4096 x 2160 pixels with no loss of real estate at the
edges and no distracting shifts in brightness or colorimetry. 

Greater immersion.
Just as high definition creates a more emotionally compelling viewing experience than standard definition, 4K is far more
immersive than HD. 4K projection enables participants to sit closer to the screen, without breaking the illusion of reality.
Viewers become immersed in the action for more accurate assessments, more realistic simulations, more impressive
exhibits and more exciting concerts.

4 simultaneous HD images.
Sony’s 4K projectors can be configured “on the fly” to show four HD-SDI images at full resolution on one screen. 
Each image appears complete in its own quadrant. And each retains the full glory of 1920 x 1080 resolution. Here’s a
decisive advantage for Command & Control applications that depend on multiple video feeds, and for Museums, Exhibits
or any application that needs to track more than one video feed at a time. The projectors also support side-by-side 
display of two simultaneous, full-resolution HD video feeds.

Sony’s proven SXRD technology.
Sony’s 4K projectors achieve their world-beating resolution thanks to our exclusive Silicon X-tal Reflective Display
(SXRD) technology. The SXRD microdisplay has already proven itself in acclaimed Sony consumer products, including
a custom installation front projector and 70, 60 and 50-inch rear projection televisions (viewable area, measured 
diagonally). All of these products deliver full resolution HD. And these SXRD home products have earned the highest
superlatives from even the most skeptical home theater enthusiast magazines. The SRX-R110 and SRX-R105 
incorporate scaled-up professional SXRD microdisplays, roughly four times the area of Sony's consumer SXRD panels. 
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Consumer High Definition Video

1920 H x 1080 V

2,073,600 pixels

Sony 4K Projection

4096 H x 2160 V

8,847,360 pixels

2K Projection

2048 H x 1080 V

2,211,840 pixels

4K projection provides four times as many pixels as conventional 2K projection.
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